THE MONASTERY OF DEIR EL HAWA
AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES, ARCHITECTURAL STUDY
Beyond the north1 city wall of Antinoupolis, beyond the area known as the North
Cemetery lies the site known as Deir el Hawa or ‘Monastery of the Wind.’ This site occupies the lower areas of a geological promontory or spur which points south toward the ancient city and contains features mainly atop the spur and spilling down its western slope to
the river valley below. To the immediate west of Deir el Hawa on the desert plain is a large
area currently being reclaimed for agriculture which extends to the traditional alluvial border of the Nile valley farther west. To the east of Deir el Hawa are extensive foothills of the
Eastern Desert containing recent industrial activity such as sand and gravel mining, myriad
ancient quarries, and other features most notably Deir el Sumbat documented in Antinoupolis I 2. To the south of Deir el Hawa, as mentioned, is the North Cemetery and the ancient
city itself, while to the north is the escarpment of the high desert plateau of the Eastern
Desert with no discernible features nearby. Until now, Deir el Hawa has not been thoroughly studied, nor has any archaeological excavation taken place. In 1985 a sketch plan of the
monastery itself was produced by Peter Grossmann who has very kindly made it available
as a base plan upon which this current study is built3. No excavation or archaeology other
than architectural survey was conducted as part of this study, but the site would certainly
merit a much more intensive treatment. Only visible surface features are noted herein, and
the surface pottery will be reported separately4. The field work was conducted between 25
January and 17 February 2010, and the architectural drawings were completed in January
of 20125.
Throughout this text, local convention is followed whereby upriver is referred to as “south” and downriver “north.” For example, the geological promontory or spur containing the features known as Deir el Hawa
actually points to compass southeast, but herein is referred to as pointing south. For compass directions for particular features the reader is directed to the illustrations where compass north and nominal north are both shown
on all plans and on the satellite photo.
2
Antinoupolis I, edited by Rosario Pintaudi, Istituto Papirologico «G. Vitelli», Florence, Italy, 2008, p.
527.
3
This sketch plan was published: see PETER GROSSMANN, “Neue frühchristliche funde aus Ägypten,” in
Actes du XIe Congress d’Archéologie chrétienne, Lyon, 21-28 September, 1986, vol. II, pps. 1843-1908. In the
course of the 2010 field work the author found that some walls visible to Grossmann in 1985 have since been
destroyed; these were retained in the current plan. Some other walls which were not visible in 1985 have since
been revealed through illicit digging and pillage; these have been added to the plan.
4
The ceramic survey was conducted by Pascale Ballet, Maria Cristina Guidotti, and Julie Marchand.
5
The author would like to offer thanks to our team’s topographer, Domenico Zaccaria, who very kindly
1
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For the purposes of this preliminary study, features of the site have been divided into
three geographically isolated groups and discussed in separate sections. Figure 1 is a satellite photo6 of the area which will acquaint the reader with the organization of the features
of the site and of its environs. These three groups as noted in Figure 1 are the East Slope
Area, the monastery proper Atop the Spur, and the complicated group of features in the
West Slope Area. Figure 2, the overall Site Plan further clarifies these three zones and delimits the areas shown in the detail plans of the monastery area Atop the Spur, Figure 3 and
the features in the West Slope Area, Figure 4.
East Slope Area

This area to the east of the monastery and the spur which supports it contains very few
features, but they will be enumerated here. Visible to the east of the main path up from the
wadi to the monastery is a mostly blocked gallery quarry entrance7. The interior is roughly
rectangular, approximately 4 x 5 meters. The entrance has one lump sticking up from the
debris which may be a small eroded column shaft never removed from the quarry. No evidence of use as a tomb was seen, but soot on the ceiling may indicate it was once used as a
dwelling. For the interior, see Figure 5. One limestone column shaft section was found to
have been recently rolled almost to the bottom of the cleft of a nearby slope. The section is
approximately 35 cm. in diameter and 78 cm. in length, Figure 6. On the slope below the
spur plateau can be found a secondary debris field dump (indicated on Figures 2 and 3), but
it was not clear to what extent this dump was created by the despoliation of the tombs and
structures above, and may therefore be mostly modern. In this dump was an almost featureless column capital, apex roughly 33 x 36 cm. and height roughly 30-31 cm., Figure 7. Near
the east end of the large north wall of the monastery are a row of three to four small cuts in
the bedrock for ancient surface quarries, quarry tests, or the beginnings of tombs that were
not completed. Their shape does not indicate they may have been finished tombs. The one
closest to the monastery, the largest and best preserved, is noted on Figures 1 and 2 and is
illustrated in Figure 8. No other features were found in the East Slope Area.
Atop the Spur

The major feature atop the spur is the monastery itself which is noted in the satellite
photo in Figure 1, is shown in the site plan in Figure 2, and is the focus of the detail plan
worked with the author to take roughly 175 points with his total station to confirm and regulate the author’s hand
measurements.
6
This satellite photo was made in 2005-6 and does not show the recent agricultural reclamation to the
west of Deir el Hawa, though the area is labeled in Figure 1.
7
A ‘gallery quarry’ is here defined as a stone quarry, usually ancient, which is hewn into bedrock from
the side of a slope which once had or still has a ‘roof’ of unquarried stone strata. A ‘surface quarry,’ whether ancient or modern, is cut into the bedrock from above it and shows no signs of ever having had such a ‘roof.’
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which is Figure 3. Of the monastery’s constituent parts, by far the most conspicuous is its
high north exterior wall (A)8 which is visible from most parts of the surrounding valley from
kilometers away. No features were found north of this wall, and it is taken to be the northernmost limit of the monastery complex. The reason for the visibility of this mud brick wall
which runs east west across the spur, is that it is perched high above the rest of the monastery
part way up the escarpment. Its prominence can be judged from Figure 9 where it appears
against the sky at the top of the photo which was taken from within the monastery precinct
below. At its greatest height, the wall as preserved is perhaps four meters tall above the
rock on which it is located, and it is buttressed in several locations by perpendicular walls
forming a suite of rooms along it. It is clear that many of these rooms were vaulted in mud
brick, but well preserved vault scars are only present at room (B) since most of the wall is
well eroded by wind and time. It seems a safe conjecture that the whole wall carried a second storey of rooms along its upper reaches, and these must have looked out over the rest
of the monastery complex below. The suite of rooms along this north wall seems very
much set apart from the rest of the monastery below since it is neither at the same elevational level nor follows the same orthogonal planning as the rest of the complex. As can be seen
from the plan, the edges of this area are greatly eroded to the east and west, the down-slope
ends, such that access to these rooms from the complex below is no longer clear.
There was surely no access from these rooms to their adjacent great underlying feature, which is a gallery quarry, a roughly irregular 15 x 15 meters in size, averaging 2.5 meters in height, shown in dashed line on the plan with two entrances from the rooms below
at locations marked (C). The eastern entrance was clearly a controlled one with a door near
the (C) mark, but the walls around the western entrance are too destroyed to conjecture how
access at this end might have been set up. This west entrance is visible at the bottom left in
Figure 9. That the gallery quarry was part of the monastery seems a secure assertion since
its interior is filled with debris including mud brick and pottery. Possible uses include storage, common room, or burials, though there were not present a sufficient quantity of human
and organic remains to indicate the latter. In several places the living rock floor of the chamber is visible and reasonably flat, and neither it nor the walls are honeycombed with loculi
and pits as one would expect if the space were used for burials. A bench-like feature is preserved in the wall at (D), but no ink or carved inscriptions, shrines, or niches are to be seen
anywhere as one finds with other gallery quarries repurposed into occupiable spaces by the
early Christians around the nearby desert. Figure 10 shows the interior of the large gallery
quarry looking toward its west entrance.
Immediately to the south of the west entrance (C) to the gallery quarry is a thoroughly destroyed area which nonetheless preserves a few traces of walls reflecting alignments of
different parts of the complex (E) as well as cuts into the bedrock visible among the debris
indicating that the small plateau on which most of the monastery is sited is an earlier surface
quarry adjacent to the gallery quarry. This leads into the center of the lower complex with

The letter designations, such as “(A),” of features of the monastery in the following discussion can be
found noted in Figure 3.
8
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the church and its apse (F) to the east discovered by Grossmann in 1985 which secures the
building’s identification as a monastery complex. Figure 11 shows what was left of the apse
in 2010. The photo is taken looking down on the mud brick apse wall with the curved apse
interior side of the wall near the top of the photo. Moving to the eastern exterior of the apse
wall, at location (G) is revealed a substantial ashlar limestone foundation for at least this part
of the complex. A view of this foundation taken at (G) is shown in Figure 12 with the monastery’s large north wall looming in the background.
This quarried plateau upon which the lower part of the monastery is constructed covers an area of approximately 60 meters north-south and 40 meters east-west, and doesn’t go
beyond the east-west reach of the monastery’s large north wall above. The plateau area of
the monastery is a field of much-disturbed debris, pottery, organic remains, mud and baked
brick pieces, and is punctuated at irregular intervals by emerging in situ mud brick wall
stumps. Surrounding this debris field, the plateau drops off steeply to the east and west, rises to the tall north wall at one end, and drops gradually to the south to a small, narrow spur
plateau which is marked “Featureless Mini-Spur” in Figures 1, 2, and 4. This area shows
only a light pottery and baked brick scatter perhaps created as part of recent disturbance of
the site.
Back within the monastery, just south of the apse, a range of three chambers - marked
(H) - show a very high concentration of human and other organic remains including textiles
and rope. It would appear that this area is a recently despoiled cemetery. Figure 13 shows
an overview of this area looking north toward the large north wall, and Figures 14 and 15
show human remains as found in this area. Figures 16 and 17 show other organic remains as
found in this area9.
Though no column shafts, or in situ column emplacements or bases - were found within the rectangle described by the walls of the church - as suggested by the apse - a few architectural elements of Christian-period manufacture were found among the debris, though
with no clue as to their original situation. Figure 18 shows an example of a column capital,
and Figure 19 shows a capital and slotted base. These three examples are not enough for
even a conjecture regarding the interior scheme of the church, and differ even from each
other in detailing. In addition, among the debris in the central plateau in the area of the
church was, unsurprisingly, a quantity of mud brick and pottery. But unexpectedly the
largest proportion of debris atop the plateau was of baked brick. This seemed curious since
all the remaining in situ wall segments of the monastery are of mud brick with minor
amounts of baked brick included at key structural points as would be expected. It would
seem that when the monastery was initially destroyed, the proportionately larger amounts
of mud brick were taken away for reuse leaving only a heavy scatter of baked brick behind.
Another possible reason for this anomaly is that perhaps the monastery’s church itself (in
the center of the plateau and very poorly preserved) was largely of baked brick whereas the

No human remains were disturbed as part of this study, but like other organic remains and small finds
were noted and / or photographed and left in situ (with the exception of inscribed stone fragments which were
removed to the expedition house magazine).
9
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surrounding structures (the visible walls in situ) were of mud brick. This does not, however, explain why the remaining portions of the church (parts of the apse and surrounding
walls, as well as very isolated portions of the nave walls) are still to be seen in situ in mud
brick. Perhaps later excavation would solve this issue.
The range of rooms at the west end of the church are comparatively well-preserved
and comprise at location (I) what may be the main entrance to the monastery precinct as the
location marks the only stone doorjamb found, and it was found preserved standing in situ.
What may be the entryway at (I) has a 1.2 meter thick mud brick wall on its south side which
is the same thickness and construction as the 1.2 meter thick curving mud brick retaining
wall discussed below and noted “Wall of Ramp up from below” in Figures 3 and 4. This
ramp area is largely covered with the primary dump of the site, so marked on Figure 3, and
contains not only copious pottery, but also large amounts of baked brick and other architectural fragments, such as wood pieces, which leads to the conclusion that it continued to
serve as a dump during the modern despoliation of the site.
The last major feature to be considered atop the monastery plateau is also perhaps the
most important, and that is the column and base at location (J). Located at the south end of
the debris field of the plateau and south of the southernmost monastery wall was found a
column shaft segment and nearby associated base. Both shaft segment and base are surely
reused from an earlier Roman monument. The 80 cm in diameter unfluted shaft segment is
completely broken at one end, which nonetheless preserves a dowel hole, while the other
end is half broken away preserving half of its flat finished end, also with the same size dowel hole. This allows a reconstruction of the complete column drum segment of 210 cm in
length with a dowel hole at either end which was 14 cm in diameter and 12 cm in depth. Today the drum segment is lying on its side roughly in alignment with a badly eroded fragment
of base also lying on its side about 2 meters away. Though not in situ, their current disposition - fallen in rough alignment - suggests that the shaft was once erected atop the base at
or very near their current location. See Figure 20 for the current disposition of shaft and base
and Figure 21 for a detail photograph of the base profile. About one quarter of the round
base fragment is preserved, and its surface finish is quite eroded. Nonetheless, this fragment
preserves a number of curious features as can be seen by examining the drawn detail of the
profile as presented in Figure 22. Above the plinth is an elongated cima surmounted by a
torus flanked by fillets. The torus and fillets have been cranked to a forty-five degree angle,
and above them is a simple return to a slightly rounded top cap to achieve a flat top surface.
Even stranger is the dowel hole which runs continuously through the base from top to bottom
and the rebate which is cut away from beneath the bottom of the base, both of which can be
seen in the drawing at the upper left of Figure 22 showing the two pieces as found. The rebate is 5 cm deep leaving a 9 cm wide lip of stone all around the bottom of the base. Though
only a quarter of the base is preserved, the continuous dowel hole can be projected to have
been 14 cm in diameter; the same diameter, incidentally, as the dowel holes in the column
drum section. It seems clear that this base was used as the column’s base as part of its reerection at the monastery, but stylistic and structural factors argue against it being a column
base in whatever Roman monument it was taken from. The profile is better suited to the
plinth of a small circular altar or shrine as it is most similar to profiles found in these locations, or indeed to profiles found at the base of temple podia. The continuous dowel hole
and rebate are inconsistent with supporting the weight of an 80 centimeter diameter column
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shaft above, and indeed its reuse beneath the column shaft here in the monastery may have
caused it to break into sections.
The shaft segment, since it preserves dowel holes at both ends, allows the hypothesis
that it was originally part of a trilithic (that is, a three-section, as opposed to monolithic or
composed of column drums) column shaft that was keyed together with dowels and which
had an original height in the neighborhood of 630 cm. The ratio of diameter to height is
therefore 1 to 8, quite within the Imperial Roman canonical norms, and trilithic shafts are
common in many parts of the Empire. No other shaft or base fragments and no capital fragments were found. See the bottom left drawing in Figure 22 for a reconstruction of the two
pieces as they were erected in the monastery.
The question arises whether these are two unrelated pieces which were simply left in
an earlier Roman quarry (underlying the monastery) and were not part of the monastery’s
construction, but this idea has been rejected because both the shaft and the base are of nummulitic limestone, while the quarry beneath and around the monastery is of a non-fossiliferous limestone10. Therefore, the column and base could not have come from the quarry beneath the monastery and cannot simply be material left in the quarry by the Romans which
was never removed. This means that the builders of the monastery must have brought the
column shaft segment and its anomalous base to the monastery for use there.
Elsewhere in this volume is a treatment of a text which mentions that one of the monasteries at Antinoupolis hosted a stulitos, a monk who sat upon a column as an act of religious
devotion, a phenomenon which was much more common in Syria. Dr. Pintaudi suggests that
this may be the column, and therefore the monastery, of the stulitos at Antinoupolis. From
the perspective of architectural analysis, this hypothesis is sound. At 80 cm in diameter, the
column is large enough to accommodate a seated monk atop it. At a height of 272 cm including the base, it would be tall enough to provide a well-elevated platform, and its location at the south end of the monastery overlooking the valley and ancient city beyond would
certainly provide a conspicuous location. It would explain why no other shaft sections, capitals, or columns of this size have been found at Deir el Hawa. And finally, it would explain
why the monks dragged this very large segment of a column shaft and large, non-matching
base up from the city of Antinoupolis for reuse whole.
Small finds scattered on the surface within the monastery precinct (mostly deposited
in their current locations through modern despoilation of the site) include small fragments
of painted plaster, glass tesserae, marble and limestone paving and revetment fragments,
fragments of inscriptions on stone, fragments of textiles and other organic material such as
rope, and scattered fragments of human and / or animal remains. The human and animal
remains were not studied and not disturbed. A selection of other small finds were photographed and studied at the site and returned to their locations. Illustrations of some of

10
Nummulitic limestone is limestone containing nummulites which are lenticular fossils of marine protozoa of the Eocene Epoch. This limestone is found in many, but not all, of the quarries surrounding Antinoupolis, and was the standard building stone for the Hadrianic monuments of the city as noted by Edmé Jomard in the
Description de l’Egypte and others.
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these are shown in Figures 23-26. Ten fragments of inscription on stone were found on the
surface and brought back to the expedition magazine for storage and study; they are illustrated in Figures 27-36. While found in association with the monastery at Deir el Hawa,
there is reason to believe that some of the fragments on which these texts appear may have
been in a reuse context in the monastery because at least one names a woman. The reader is
directed to an appendix to this chapter where Alain Delattre has kindly translated these fragments of texts.
West Slope Area

On the western slope of the monastery promontory were found more than two dozen
features. Some of these features were clearly created as tombs, and most show signs of reuse
as animal enclosures or dwellings. Some which appear today as dwellings have a less clear
history and may have been newly cut as dwellings, but more likely were enlarged from
smaller tombs. Some features are so destroyed that their exact nature is not clear. This final
section of the report will proceed with a description, and where appropriate illustrations and
drawings, of each feature of the West Slope Area. Letters and numbers in the text are keyed
to the West Slope Area detail plan, Figure 4.
Feature (A): This feature is the large curving 1.2 m thick mud brick wall mentioned
in relation to the monastery description above. Approximately 15 meters of the length of
this wall is visible as it climbs up the west slope of the monastery spur. Atop it is the major
dump of the site, and north of it and the dump are no further features. Its carefully laid mud
bricks alternate in courses between headers and stretchers which is similar to the bond of
other observed walls of the monastery complex. Since the monastery’s dump seems to be on
top of it, perhaps it predates the monastery and is a ramp of Roman period manufacture to
reach the quarry atop the plateau. However, it does arrive at an area (as described above)
which seems to be the main entrance for the monastery, and with at least one monastery wall
of the entry way the same thickness as this massive curving retaining wall. This would lend
weight to the idea that it was built as part of the monastery, or was perhaps a convenient preexisting ramp which was reused as part of the monastery’s construction. In any case, the
wall does seem to support a ramp by which wheeled traffic might access the top of the
plateau above, and it seems likely to be the means by which the monastery was supplied
with provisions from the valley below. Since the tomb field stops abruptly at this point, it is
possible to conjecture that additional tombs lie beneath the wall and ramp. Figure 37 shows
the fabric of this wall and its relation to the monastery above.
Feature (01)11: Just below the Feature (A) wall is this poorly preserved cut in the

Notes applicable to all of the numbered features in the cemetery field: the term loculus (pl. loculi) refers
to a shelf cut into the living rock for the deposition of a body or bodies. Each of the features will be discussed as
succinctly as possible, and for each badly preserved feature suggesting a tomb as at Feature (01), it is worth re11
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bedrock. The dimensions of the main u-shaped cut, 153 x 38 cm, are a similar size for comparable loculi elsewhere in the necropolis which suggests (01) was a tomb. Figure 38.
Feature (02): Finished tomb with articulated façade and niche at exterior, Figure 39.
Façade has vertical (not battered) jamb pilasters topped with architrave with single cavetto cornice. There is room for a second cavetto atop this, cf. Feature (03), but no trace of a
second one is preserved. The interior is a single chamber containing three loculi in arched
niches in various stages of being cut away, Figure 40. Perhaps abandoned in the process of
being enlarged; note on plan, Figure 4, the beginning of a door being cut in the center rear
wall.
Feature (03): The largest tomb found in the necropolis containing nine loculi and some
well-preserved architectural features. In addition to a plan showing context in Figure 4, see
detail plan in Figure 41 and reconstructed façade décor in Figure 4212. At the entrance there
are what appear to be in situ stones for blocking or for a staircase at (a). Also at the entrance
there is a niche on the right side at (b). The entrance itself is articulated with battered rustication and a double cornice as can be seen in traces and in reconstruction in Figure 42. There
is a return to receive the framing for the entry door which must have been wood and was
mounted into sockets and pintels. There may have been steps down into the first chamber
(c), but these, if they exist, are obscured by debris and sand tumbling inside the entrance.
The first chamber has an irregular, very slightly arched ceiling and four minimally articulated loculi (d) with arched canopies and red striping outlining them. Figure 43 shows the north
west loculus in this first chamber. The door (e) to the second chamber is highly articulated,
flanked by pilasters, and surmounted by a decorative frieze, Figures 44 and 45. This inner
door is also equipped with a return and socket to receive framing for a wooden door. The
second chamber (f) has five loculi (g) under arches which are separated by red striped pilasters embellished with red-painted diamond patterns, Figure 46. The loculi are in various
stages of being cut away or modified, perhaps to receive additional corpses. The axial loculus is approached with a step set off with its own pilasters and cut into a hollow sarcophagus-like depression, though the leading wall of this is mostly broken away, Figure 47. This
loculus also has a socket along the ceiling for mounting a wooden screen or door, and must
have been set off in the manner of a shrine, perhaps for the patriarch of the family. The architectural ensemble of this second chamber can be seen in Figure 48 looking compass north
with the axial loculus on the right set forward into the room, and a side loculus with its pilaster to the left. In addition to the aforementioned architectural modifications, this tomb began its existence as a single room, three-loculi tomb as evidenced by traces in the first room
(h), and ended its period of use as an animal barn. In addition to numerous tethering holes,

membering that the entire tomb may have cut from the living rock which has subsequently been quarried away
or that only the lower part of the tomb may have been cut from the living rock with the superstructure of the tomb
built from ashlar masonry or other materials and subsequently quarried away. Where visible in the photographs:
the red compass lanyard is pointing magnetic north, and the yellow measuring rule is 1 meter long.
12
Lower case letters such as “(a)” in this entry refer to notations on Figures 41 and 42.
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there are slots cut into the sides of some loculi to add wood planks to turn them into mangers
and scorch marks in makeshift niches in at least two locations indicating lighting.
Feature (04): This single loculus cut into the bedrock very near the entrance to Feature
(03) may be the focus of a tomb, the superstructure of which is no longer extant. Figure 49.
Cuts in the bedrock immediately to the south, shown in Figure 4, suggest that other tombs
from this area are also missing.
Feature (05): From this feature through Feature (09) is an area which appears to have
been intentionally quarried away (or which collapsed and then was quarried) leaving only
the rear-most walls of the tombs or features in place and a shear edge of bedrock running
along line (B) - (B) in Figure 4. Feature (05) is an irregular rectangular room with no loculi.
Its entrance can be seen in the background of Figure 50 along with cuts in the bedrock suggesting another chamber was once in front of this entrance. In the foreground of Figure 50
can be seen walls - shown also in Figure 4 - that were once perhaps walls of outer chambers
of this feature, now quarried away.
Feature (06): This feature comprises the back of a barrel vaulted room cut into the
bedrock, the front of which is missing and the back wall of a smaller chamber to the left in
Figure 51. The barrel vaulted chamber has a slot roughly in its center showing that it was in
the process of being enlarged. The two small “chambers” thus shown in Figure 51 may be
the remains of two loculi from a tomb now mostly quarried away.
Feature (07): Immediately adjacent to Feature (06), (07) has an irregular back wall
with irregular niches which perhaps suggest use as a dwelling. In addition the bedrock on
the right hand side is cut in such a way as to suggest that it was once the back of a loculus.
The rest of the chamber has been quarried away.
Feature (08): Located some distance from its neighbors, (08) is an extremely irregular
lobed cutting into the bedrock that suggests the rear wall of an early church which has mostly been quarried away, Figure 53. This idea is supported by the presence in the rear wall of
badly mutilated, badly eroded painted figures with nimbi. Figure 54 shows one of these figures with his arms upraised in an ancient gesture of worship or benediction and with a clear
circular paint scar showing the nimbus location centered on his hacked out face. Figure 55
shows another general view with walls cut into the bedrock in the foreground - also shown
in the plan, Figure 4 - which may show the limit of the church’s nave.
Feature (09): Figure 56 shows (09) as a tomb façade barely begun with two pilasters
to either side of a doorway which is still filled with rough bedrock. Once again either the remaining superstructure has been quarried away or was intended to be built of ashlars.
Features (10) and (11): These two features are artificial depressions in the otherwise
gently inclined slope marking despoiled tombs, each with mounds of debris surrounding
them. These mounds include pottery and organic materials as well as ashlars. The presence
of ashlar blocks would seem to indicate that the tombs had superstructures built of ashlars
extending above the surrounding bedrock. Though these two are the only obvious depressions indicating despoiled tombs, they must be surrounded by dozens of others as yet undetected. Figure 57 is a general view of Feature (10) looking northeast with Features (03)
through (08) in the background.
Feature (12): This is a rectangular pit tomb measuring 84 x 185 cm cut at least 350 cm
deep (to the top of debris) into the bedrock near the top of the plateau. Figure 58 shows a
general view with the edge of the plateau rising behind, and Figure 59 shows the lateral pas-
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sage at the bottom of this tomb - also showing on the plan in Figure 4 - which is 54 cm wide
and 63 cm tall. Though this tomb is emptied down to its lateral passage, there is no pile of
debris beside it.
Feature (13): This is a rectangular pit tomb measuring 88 x 217 cm cut at least 290 cm
deep (to the top of debris) into the bedrock. Figure 60 shows a general view, and Figure 61
shows associated cuts, perhaps the rear wall of a destroyed chamber, in the face of the escarpment east of the tomb. These cuts are also visible on the plan in Figure 4. Also in
Figure 4 is shown the debris pile - containing ceramics and bone fragments - removed from
this tomb and located on its west lip, but the tomb is not sufficiently clear to reveal its lateral passage.
Feature (14): This rectangular pit tomb measures 86 x 234 cm, and it is cut at least 170
cm (to the top of debris) into the bedrock. No lateral passage and no associated debris pile
are visible. There is a light bone and ceramic scatter, but this may be from Feature (13).
There is soot burning on the south side of the shaft. Figure 62.
Feature (15): This rectangular pit tomb measures 98 x 207 cm, and it is cut at least 170
cm (to the top of debris) into the bedrock. No lateral passage is visible; there is an associated debris pile to the south with ceramics but no bones visible. Figure 62 shows a view of
Features (14) and (15), two pit tombs, taken from atop the escarpment with Feature (14) at
right and Feature (15) at left with its associated debris pile at far left.
Feature (16): This feature, roughly 5 x 4 meters on its interior is very irregular. Though
the entrance, Figure 63, is much larger than most tomb doorways, it does have a return on
the north jamb to pemit the installation of a wood door frame. And in the extremely irregular interior, Figure 64, can just be discerned the beginnings of telltale loculi shapes emerging from the bedrock. This was a smaller tomb which was abandoned in the process of being enlarged to a much grander family crypt as the scar of the previous line of two loculi
separated by a remaining pilaster capital on the ceiling attests. This scar is drawn on the plan,
Figure 4, and is visible at the top of the photo in Figure 65.
Feature (17): This feature is a staircase likely used by occupants of the monastery to
connect the monastery on the plateau above with the well - with which the stair aligns - and
the garden platform below. (The well and garden platform are discussed below.) The stair
is partially cut from bedrock as shown in Figure 66, a detail view, and partially constructed
of masonry as shown in Figure 67 where the stair is shown in the center and Feature (16) at
the extreme left and Feature (19) at the extreme right of the photograph. The north stringer
wall of the stair is mud brick, and the south stringer wall of the stair is stone ashlars. Feature
(17) is perhaps difficult to discern in photographs, and the reader is directed to its representation in the plan shown in Figure 4.
Feature (18): This distinct feature was perhaps a tomb, but it is too badly destroyed and
covered with debris for further elaboration here. Figure 68.
Feature (19): This tomb was selected for a detailed plan drawing - Figure 69 - as representing the prototype of the small three-loculi tomb from which other examples in the
necropolis have been enlarged or altered. Figure 70 shows the irregular courtyard and badly
preserved entry doorway of the tomb which nonetheless preserves the base of a pilaster at its
north jamb, location (a) in Figure 69. In the interior, all three loculi (b) have received virtually identical treatment with their shelves removed to the floor for the deposition of the maximum number of corpses and with each flanked by crude pilasters and surmounted by arched
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niche heads. Figure 71 shows the axial loculus which is representative of the three. All three
loculi preserve plaster and, to varying degrees, traces of paint, particularly in the axial loculus. But though the colors of these paint traces remain vivid, they are sadly insufficient for
either an intelligible photograph or a reconstruction of the painted scheme. The courtyard
preserves an interesting detail which must be a later addition. This is a stair leading up from
its southeast corner to a higher level, marked (c) in Figure 69 and shown in the photograph
in Figure 72.
Feature (20): This feature is quite interesting because if it began its existence as a tomb,
it has been so thoroughly modified into a dwelling that all details of the tomb architecture
have been quite obliterated. There are two “rooms” in this dwelling: the outer being a courtyard containing a well and two niches and featuring in the southeast corner a small staircase
into the upper room which was fitted out as a sleeping chamber with an enlarged rounded
niche to the north to receive the head of the occupant and slots in the corner next to the head
to receive wood shelves. The plan in Figure 4 shows most of these details, and the frontal
photograph in Figure 73 reveals the rest. There is even a niche next to the sleeping location,
presumably for storing valuables which would be hard to access when blocked by the legs
of the sleeping occupant. Figure 74 offers an additional view from the plateau above with
the upper sleeping chamber in the foreground and the courtyard with the well beyond.
Feature (21): This feature is a simple cut in the bedrock which is too destroyed - or unfinished - to elucidate further. Figure 75.
Feature (22): This feature seems to have been a dwelling similar to Feature (20), but
smaller. The rounded bedrock cut at the back seems to be a sleeping niche. It may have been
cut from a tomb as the rectilinear bedrock cut to the right in the photograph - which may
have been a loculus - indicates. What’s left of this badly preserved feature is mostly buried,
but shown in Figure 76.
Feature (23): On the very tip of the Deir el Hawa spur, this feature combines details of
a loculus tomb and a pit tomb. Figure 77 gives a general view showing what appears to be a
loculus - 145 x 307 cm - cut from the rock in the background, and a pit tomb - 107 x 159
cm x 160 cm deep - in the foreground. The mostly blocked lateral passage (not measured) is
just visible in the debris at the bottom, Figure 78.
This concludes the numbered features, but a large feature, labeled (C) in Figures 2 and
4, remains to be discussed. This is the well and its associated leveled, raised platform. The
stair in Feature (17) points toward this well which is on the plain beneath the tomb field. Its
accompanying level platform - the entire ensemble can only be seen in Figure 2 at right - is
roughly square, about 54 x 47 meters in size, stands about a meter above the surrounding
plain, and is slightly eroded around its edges. Centered along the south west edge of this
platform is square trench approximately 7.5 meters on a side. Because the trench is regular,
square, and centered along one side of the platform, it seems likely to be the robbed foundation trench of a small structure. Since this robbed foundation is in association with the well
- accessed by the stair at Feature (17) - and the rectangular platform, artificially raised above
the surrounding plain, the most likely conclusion is that what we have is a garden on a platform with a small garden structure and a well to grow food for the occupants of the monastery on the plateau above. The well is circular, 2.5 m in diameter, and 5.4 meters deep. For
drawing water from it, there is an adjacent ashlar masonry platform with the remains of a
stone balustrade. These features are shown in the plans in Figures 2 and 4 and in the photo-
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graph in Figure 79. The ensemble of features of well, garden platform, and robbed foundation are shown in Figure 80 which is taken from the plateau above and looking southwest.
And finally Figure 81 is taken standing on the robbed foundation of the garden structure
looking northeast across the garden platform to the tombs of the West Slope Area and the
monastery visible towering at left on the plateau above.
JAMES B. HEIDEL

[Ho il fondato sospetto che il nostro monastero di Deir el Hawa vada identificato con quello guidato, almeno alla metà del VI sec. d.C., da padre Giovanni, carissimo a Dio stilita. Nel P.Turner 54 G. Bastianini pubblicava una malleveria tra lo stilita e Aurelio Teofilo, economo del santo martire Colluto, recuperata, nello scavo del settembre 1973, nel kôm alle spalle della chiesa funeraria, poi luogo di culto del santo, alla necropoli nord
di Antinoupolis. Si pattuiva la fornitura per sei mesi, tramite un asinaio, di una grande quantità di acqua, probabilmente per essere utilizzata in attività edilizie del monastero piuttosto che per uso potabile.
Il sospetto si sostiene sulla presenza di una grande e isolata colonna (J e figg. 20-22), che fa pensare alla
colonna-simbolo delle comunità degli stiliti, a partire da quella nella chiesa del grande S. Simeone a Qalaat Seman in Siria.
Se si aggiungono alla testimonianza
del cit. P.Turner 54, ritrovato in un contesto archeologico preciso e ben documentato alla necropoli nord di Antinoupolis,
non lontano da Deir el Hawa, i resti, sempre dalla stessa necropoli, di un manoscritto in siriaco (cfr. Antinoupolis I, p. 98, ivi
erroneamente indicato come copto!), e ancora un’eulogia, pure dallo stesso contesto,
costituita da una mutila fiasca di terracotta
figurata con l’immagine ripetuta di una
colonna (albero della vita), che termina
con una testa dai fluenti capelli e con grandi occhi spiritati, la proposta di identificazione, risultato auspicabile in ogni
indagine archeologica, mi pare assai probabile.
L’eulogia, dal diametro di cm. 9,7, ritrovata alla necropoli nord il 3 ottobre 1985 è conservata sotto il nr. 505 del registro di scavo nel magazzino
del Supreme Council of Antiquities ad el Ashmunein; per i resti della colonna
a Qalaat Seman, e per eulogiai in vetro a forma di colonna con testa umana, si
veda Die Kunst der frühen Christen in Syrien … herausg. VON MAMOUN FANSA
und BEATE BOLLMANN, Mainz am Rhein 2008, pp. 62-67; 174-175; a p. 60 il
famoso rilievo berlinese con Simeone che sale sulla colonna a sua immagine.
R.P.]
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Figure 5 - Interior of small gallery quarry.

Figure 6 - Limestone column shaft.
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Figure 7 - East Slope Area column capital in dump.

Figure 8 - East Slope Area surface quarry.
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Figure 9 - Atop the Spur general view, west entrance to large gallery quarry, lower left.

Figure 10 - Large gallery quarry interior and west entrance, bench feature at left.
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Figure 11 - Detail of apse wall of monastery, looking down on top of wall.

Figure 12 - Detail of ashlar foundation of east flank of monastery.
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Figure 13 - View of area of organic and human remains looking north.

Figure 14 - Detail of human remains.

Figure 15 - Detail of human remains.
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Figure 16 - Detail of organic remains.

Figure 17 - Detail of organic remains.
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Figure 18 - Example of column capital in monastery.

Figure 19 - Example of column capital (left) and column base with slot for screen wall (right) in monastery.
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Figure 20 - Large column shaft with base in foreground.

Figure 21 - Large column base detail showing profile.
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Figure 23 - Fragment of finish plaster from barrel vault
over mud brick or mud plaster substrate.
13 x 10 x 1.5 cm with 3.5 cm lump on back.

Figure 25, white gypsum plaster fragment from wall
with red and yellow paint design, substrate uncertain.
Thickness varies: 0.8 cm to to 2.4 cm.
Size: 11.5 x 8 cm.

Figure 24, blue-green glass tessera,
14 x 13 x 8 mm.

Figure 26, proconnesium marble
fragment of bas-relief, foliate wreath
design. Relief: 23 x 10 x 2 cm.
Fragment: 30 x 11.5 x 7.5 cm.
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Figure 27, fine grain white marble,
6 x 8 x 2.4 cm, 2 finished surfaces.

Figure 28, fine grain white marble,
5.5 x 9.5 x 3 cm, 1 finished surface.

Figure 29 - Large grain white marble,
9.2 x 12 x 2.1 cm, 2 finished surfaces.

Figure 30 - Fossiliferous limestone,
11 x 13.5 x 2 cm, 2 finished surfaces.
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Figure 31 - Large grain marble (proconnesium?),
16.8 x 10 x 4.3 cm, 1 finished surface.

Figure 32 - Fossiliferous limestone,
13.5 x 11 x 4 cm, 4 finished surfaces.

Figure 33, fossiliferous limestone, 15 x 12.6 x 4.6
cm, 2 finished surfaces.

Figure 34, soft fine grain limestone or marle, 22.6 x
20.5 x 4.5 cm, 1 finished surface.
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Figure 35, fossiliferous limestone, 25.5 x 18 x 5.8 cm, 3 finished surfaces.

Figure 36, soft fine grain limestone or marle,
20.3 x 13 x 8.5 cm, 4 finished surfaces.
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Figure 37, large curved mud brick wall in West Slope Area.

Figure 38, Feature (01).
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Figure 39, Feature (02), articulated facade, niche on left.

Figure 40, Feature (02), interior showing arched loculi.
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Figure 43, Feature (03), First Chamber, north west loculus.

Figure 44, Feature (03), inner door with flanking pilasters and frieze above.
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Figure 45, Feature (03), inner door, pilaster capital and frieze.

Figure 46, Feature (03), Second Chamber,
pilaster showing red striping and red diamonds.
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Figure 47, Feature (03), Second Chamber,
axial loculus.

Figure 48, Feature (03), Second Chamber, view looking compass north.
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Figure 49, Feature (04), loculus cut into bedrock.

Figure 50 - Feature (05), Entry doorway in
background, accompanying walls in foreground.
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Figure 51, Feature (06), the back walls two largely destroyed chambers.

Figure 52, Feature (07), the back wall of an irregular chamber.
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Figure 53, Feature (08), general view showing lobed structure.

Figure 54, Painted figure with upraised arms, hacked face, and nimbus paint scar.
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Figure 55, Feature (08), walls in foreground may belong to lobed structure in background.

Figure 56, Feature (09), facade of a tomb barely begun.
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Figure 57, Feature (10), looking northeast, Features (03) - (08) in background.

Figure 58, Feature (12), a pit tomb, with lip of plateau in background.
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Figure 59, Feature (12), lateral passage at bottom of pit tomb.

Figure 60, Feature (13), general view of pit tomb.
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Figure 61, Feature (13), pit tomb, view of associated cuts into the escarpment to the east.

Figure 62, Feature (14) at right, and Feature (15) at left with associated debris pile.
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Figure 63, Feature (16), entrance.

Figure 64, Feature (16), interior with loculi emerging from irregularly quarried bedrock.
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Figure 65, Feature (16), interior, scar on ceiling, pilaster capital at center, previous wall.

Figure 66, Feature (17), detail of steps cut into bedrock.
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Figure 67, Feature (17), stairs, general view.

Figure 68, Feature (18), general view.
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Figure 70, Feature (19), irregular courtyard and entry.

Figure 71, Feature (19), interior, axial loculus.
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Figure 72, Feature (19), stair leading up from southeast corner of courtyard.

Figure 73, Feature (20), general view.
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Figure 74, Feature (20), general view from plateau above.

Figure 75, Feature (21), general view.
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Figure 76, Feature (22), general view.

Figure 77, Feature (23), general view.
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Figure 78, Feature (23), lateral passage
at bottom of pit tomb.

Figure 79, the well on the platform beneath the West Slope Area.
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Figure 80, View southwest from plateau of garden platform, well, and robbed foundation.

Figure 81, View from robbed foundation of garden platform toward northeast.
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